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SENTENCING	KEVIN CURNOW


On 27 May 1986 the accused was charged and pleaded guilty to five counts of fraudulent conversion as a trustee contrary to S. 232(1) of the Criminal Code.	He asked that six other offences of a similar nature be taken into account pursuant to S. 396.	He admitted  his guilt in respect of each of these other offences and I am prepared to take them into account.	In doing so I am mindful of the judgement of O'Leary J. (as he then was) In R v Johnson 1984 N.T. Judgments 10 August 1984.	In that case His Honour cited and followed the remarks of Wells J. (with whom White and Mohr JJ agreed) in	R v White (1981) 28 S.A.S.R. 9:



"If .•• the expression 'take into consideration' is to be given a sensible meaning and to lead to a workable practice in our criminal courts, it must, I apprehend, mean that, subject to the limitations expressed earlier in this judgment, the sentencing judge is entitled, as part of the sentencing process to treat the other offences as having the same bearing on the sentence as if they had been actually charged on the same occasion and been made the subject of convictions.	In general, therefore, they would make the same contribution to the sentence as if the sentencing judge decided, in respect of all offences, to impose concurrent sentences, or to impose cumulative sentences within the maximum limits allowed by law.	No rules should be laid down circumscribing the sentencing judge's discretion in such circumstances, but it is, in my opinion, within his power to give to the offences taken into consideration an operation in the sentencing process that leads to the imposition of a heavier sentence for an offence with which a prisoner was formally charged and upon which he has





been convicted and stands to be sentenced than would otherwise have been the case.".


My reading of these remarks leads me to the conclusion that the exercise is very much the same as if the offences sought to be taken into account had been framed as specific counts, save that instead of giving specific sentences for those offences one takes them into account in determining the totality of the sentences imposed on those counts specifically charged.

It is proper that I should do this in this case because the counts for which the accused has been charged and the offences which he asks me to take into account are clearly part of a course of conduct indulged in by the accused between December 1983 and July 1985.

The pattern of the offences is substantially the same in each case.	The accused had recently become a partner in the firm of Mildren Silvester & Partners, Darwin.	At the time of the offences he was in charge of the common law or litigation of that firm.	As such he had authority to requisition trust cheques, have them completed by the accounts section of the firm and pay then to the person named as the payee.	Obviously in the normal course of business the firm would have collected on behalf of its clients and paid into its trust account various monies owing to the clients by way, inter alia, of claims successfully



pursued or settled on behalf of those clients.	As in all solicitors' offices the monies would then be held in the trust account for the use of the clients and paid out to the clients, usually after deduction of costs due to the firm or expenses paid by the firm on behalf of the client.	These matters are very well known in legal circles and provide the appropriate means of protecting the monies due to the client in seeing that a proper record is kept of what is due to the client and what is ultimately paid out to him.	Proper management and auditing of these accounts is the public's guarantee that all solicitors will properly account for the monies received by them for their clients; and equally, is the solicitors' guarantee that their records show exactly the source from which monies came and the recipient who ultimately received it: so that the solicitor can meet any complaints of overpayment or underpayment by referring to these records.	I think it is necessary to mention this because in those fortunately rare cases where a solicitor is guilty of a breach of trust the public should not condemn all legal practitioners because of the fraud of a tiny
minority.


Like all systems it is not infallible, and there are, unhappily, cases where a person in authority, dishonestly disposes of funds entrusted to him by the use, or rather misuse, of that authority.


In this case the methods used by the accused were very simple and crude and I have no hesitation in agreeing with his Counsel that discovery was inevitable.	All the accused did was to requisition cheques on various accounts, as he was entitled to do, have those cheques prepared by the accounts section and obtain the signature of another partner as well as himself on the cheques.	Since the cheques were made out to named clients it was not surprising that other partners assumed that the money was going to those clients, and no criticism can be made of the fact that other partners signed the cheques.

Indeed had any other partner decided to investigate (and there was no reason why he should) he would have found the amounts drawn from accounts standing ir. the names of particular clients who were obviousl:.: , ,. t 1 tled to the monies.

What the accused did after having had tl." cheques  issued was to alter them and then pay the money tc, li 3 own account or into an account of a company controlled b,· hir.1.	Se;rr,ething depended upon the confidence which the bank  had ii,	the firm to pay cheques obviously altered  into the accused's account or that of his company.	This sort of proceclure carried within itself  the seeds of its own destruction.	ubviously clients would ultimately query why the,· hc1d not re.cci ved monies due to them; obviously they would ultimatel:; complain



to the firm; obviously someone would investigate where cheques made out to those clients on the firm's trust account had gone to if they had not been given to the client; and obviously they would be traced to the accused. And this is what happened.	The very naivety of the scheme confirms the desperation of the accused at this time.

The offences comprised in counts 2 and 3 particularly illustrate this.	The firm was indebted  to travel agents with which it had an account through which it would at times arrange travel for its members or clients  using  this account.	Most of the expenses were incurred  by the litigation section.	The travel agents pressed the accused for payment.	Now clearly enough this was a debt of the firm not of the accused.	There is no suggestion that  the accounts were not properly incurred.	I am not clear therefore why the accused did not just :efer the matter to  his firm's manager and let him authori c the necessary payments.		The most I can gather from the rather confused account in the accused's statement and to the police who interviewed him was that he was in some; cmbarrassr.,ent in approaching Mr Gort the accountant and n:ar.ager or the firm.

He says in his statement that Mr Gort's job was to maintain liquidity in the practice and he would not have, <l?proved the payment from office funds.	He reiterated th"'t '--'"P anation to the police.	One would have thought that 1,as sc;mething



for Mr Gort and not the accused to worry about since there was no doubt the firm owed the money.	But the accused, by taking money from the accounts of two clients, paid this debt to the travel agents.	The explanation, of course, is that, being under stress, he did not feel equal to arguing either with Mr Gort or the travel agents; and arranged for payment in this way, to remove some immediate pressure; at the cost, of course, of greater pressure later.	Apart possibly from some transient emotional relief the accused gained nothing from this action.

The total amount of the accused's defalcations including those which he requests be taken into account comes to
$42,909-31.	It is only fair and just and properly owing to the reputation of the firm of which the accused was a member that it should be said publicly that no other member or employee of the firm was in any way party to these defalcations, and that all monies taken from clients by the accused have been repaid in full, by the partners in the
firm.


It is appropriate that I deal here with certain matters raised by Counsel for the accused, although, correctly as I believe, he did not place over-much emphasis on them by way of mitigation.	As already mentioned the sum of $13067-96 drawn from two accounts to pay the travel agents did not give the accused any personal financial gain.	Furthermore



it can, no doubt, be said that at least some of the clients whose accounts the accused raided owed some monies to the firm for costs.	Again, the accused, in the early stages of his depredations rationalised, though no doubt somewhat feebly even then, that he was borrowing the money and would pay it back.

None of these matters in my view gives the slightest excuse or mitigation for the accused, as a member of an honourable profession, and well knowing the high ethical standards imposed by that profession, to interfere with trust monies; and they cannot be taken into account in his favour.

I turn then to the more substantial arguments put by the accused's Counsel in mitigation.

The accused is aged thirty.	He received his education in Adelaide, and having matriculated, he then attended the Adelaide Law School from 1972-76 where he gained a Bachelor of Law degree with honours.	He was admitted to practise.
He became an Associate to two eminent judges of South Australia.	In 1978 he came to the Northern Territory where he joined the Department of Law.	Subsequently he worked with North Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service and finally became employed with Mildren Silvester & Partners. There is no doubt that he worked hard and effectively in that firm.	Those in the firm who gave statements in




relation to these offences all speak highly of his capacity despite the damage he has done to the firm.		I note the statement of Miss Hrelja, who was an administrative assistant in the firm, that the accused was an "exceptional solicitor, very quick at grasping the matter in every file and able to resolve matters very quickly".	She does speak also of the pressure under which he worked and the effect upon	him.	Mr Southwood, a solicitor who worked with him in the firm, says that he had complete trust in him up to the date of discovery of these offences.	Mr Livesley, a partner in the firm, speaks of his ability to handle his work in a professional manner and says that he had great faith in him. Mr Stirk, another partner, says that he was impressed by the accused's competence in the field of personal injuries litigation.		Mr James, another partner says that he had the highest esteem for his professional ability.

These people have not given evidence before me but these statements appear in the brief prepared by the police	nd made available to me by consent.

He has no prior convictions and there is no suggestion that he has ever been involved in any offences of this nature, or indeed of any other nature, in the earlier stages of his professional career.	Through hard work and diligence he impressed other practitioners and it was because of his competence and energy that he was offered a position in the


firm and ultimately a partnership and he became head of the litigation section of the firm.	There is no doubt that such a position entailed a great deal of stress and it is plain that he began to find things too much for him.		There were difficulties in his work and some difficulties in his marriage although it seems these were being resolved.	His wife had to cease work to care for their two young children, they had purchased a home, and he was faced with additional expenses.	Finally he was persuaded to borrow a very large sum $125,000-00 in order to become a partner.	The plan was that that should be repaid from partnership distributions from time to time.	He has some grievance about this but I do not propose to go into that since I have not heard what could be put on the other side.	Suffice it to say that he found himself personally liable for large sums by way of
principal and interest.	He reached a	tuyc of desperation.
l  •	-'
He lost judgement and, sadly, he lost \ ...
 sense of honour.
He embarked on a course inevitably dol.,,:.c.c: c.o failure: and the inevitable happened.

Once found out he made a full disclosure and he has pleaded
guilty.	His strong sense of guilt led him	to rcfl: c bail
when committed although it would have been yrantc,c.!.	I am satisfied that he fully appreciates the damage he l1as done to himself, his family, his profession ar,d to soc Le Ly.		I am satisfied that it is highly unlikely that he w0ulu offend again.	I am satisfied that there is a high degree of





probability that he will, after the expiation of these crimes, take his place in society as a useful and decent member of it.

I am aware also that the amount of defalcation does not compare with some of the more spectacular sums achieved by other wrongdoers in this field.	I take this into account but with the rider that quantum is only one factor in an offence of which the worst elements are the betrayal of trust and the damage done to public confidence in those whom the law clothes with special duties and responsibilities towards their fellows.	There is an expectation in society that high responsibilities must carry high penalties if those responsibilities are abused.	Street C.J. in the
N.S.W. Court of Criminal Appeal said in R v Daley 8 A.C.R.

433:



"It cannot be gainsaid that for  a i rson  in a position of trust, holding himself out as J , sponsible and honourable practitioner, to take .:T r.ies in this way from the persons who had entrusted them to hirn dttracts the
gravest of disapprobation.".


A custodial sentence is, unhappily, u necessit,·; but while it must reflect society's disapprovJl of the cri e it should not unnecessarily crush the accused so that his chances of rehabilitation are lessened.	In all the circurnbtances and taking into account the other offences which the Jccused has asked to be taken into account, and bearing ir, rnir.d the loss


of the accused's professional career, I think the appropriate sentences are three years imprisonment on each count to be served concurrently, the sentences to commence from the date of committal namely 19 March 1986.	In view of the accused's previous good character and the high prospects of his rehabilitation, I fix a non-parole period of nine months.	The formal orders therefore will be that on each of the five counts the accused will be convicted and sentenced on each count to imprisonment for three years to be served concurrently and commencing on 19 March 1986 and that there be a non-parole period of nine months.

